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Notes   
1) General statement/recollection of discussion per diagram provided by E. Barkley confirmed. 

a. But noted that slides that showed configuration profile material are out of date 
b. Key question accepted is how to defined service package result without requiring 

dependency on configuration profile book 
i. [ed. note: the discussion of what makes up the “simple” service package turns out to also 

be a key question] 
2)  The notion of mapping/identify a configuration profile relative to the services identified for the 

simple schedule of services was discussed  
a. Two options considered  

i. Each service, as per SOS book identification, could be called out along with a 
reference to configuration profile, service specific, the contents of which are not 
necessarily defined 

1. [ed. note: this is different than the B-1 approach] 
2.  [ed. note: this tends to imply that the SOS list of services is *the* list for CSSM] 

ii. A configuration profile reference that contains the configuration for all of the 
required services 

1. [ed. note: this is like B-1 and is the approach currently being pursued] 
b. Option i (above) can be considered as more the “terse” approach with option ii being 

considered more as the verbose approach 
c. Noted that is possible, in theory, to “connect” this two approaches in that the 

configuration profile in option ii could in fact have additional meta data added to its 
“header” that indicates those bits and pieced of the functional resources go into, for 
example,  DOPPLER service, TELEMETRY service, etc.  

i. If this is to be pursued it needs to wait until a more mature definition of the 
configuration profile is available  

d. Further noted that option i can in fact be seen as more of the “simple” service package  
3)  The removal of the temporal aspects of the configuration profile was also discussed 

a. Noted that E. Barkley has an action to see how the event sequence can be used in this 
context  

b. In theory, noted, that a “default” event sequence of all items in a configuration profile 
being “on” at the start of the service package and concluding at its termination could be 
stated 

i. Noted that this also supports the notion of what is a “simple” service package  
4) A default of one scenario was also noted as being part of what can make up a “simple” service 

package.  
5) Net conclusion was for E. Barkley to take an action to update the service package diagram keep 

the above in mind and to circulate the ideas/notes for further consideration/input. 
a. [Ed. note: updated diagram is below] 



 
 
Note: The items in light green represents, notionally, the bits and pieces that make up the “simple” 
service package.  
[end notes] 
 


